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COMPARISON OF TEE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AT
TRANSONIC SPEEDS OF A PLANE WING AND A CAMBERXD
AND TWISTED WING, BOTH HAVING ~5° OF SWEE%’BACK

AND AN ASPECT RATIO OF 6

By George H. Holdaway

SUMMARY

A transonic investigation was made by the free-fall technique of a
plane wing snd of a cambered and twisted wing, each having an aspect
ratio 6, taper ratio of O.~, smd a sweepback of 45°. The wings were
mounted on similar fuselage-tail combinations with fuselages of fineness
ratio 12.4 and with tail surfaces swept back 45°. Measurements were
made of the loads on the exposed wings, the pressures on the fuselage
in the vicinity of the wing, and the acceleration and angle of attack

.
of the complete model. Aerodynamic coefficients were determined for the
two wings and for the complete model over a Mach number range of 0.86 to
1.08, with corresponding Reynolds numbers from 3,000,000 to 5,000,000, andy
over an angle-of-attack range of approximately 0° to 12°.

The results showed trends in agreement with wind-tunnel tests, and
the use of camber and twist produced only slight changes in the lift smd
pitching-moment characteristics at trsnsonic speeds. At low to moderate
lift coefficients, the drag of the plane wing was, in general, less than
that of the cambered and twisted wing. The cambered and twisted wing
had lower drag coefficients at high lift coefficients for Mach numbers
up to about 0.94. The wings and tails of both models were observed to
be free from buffeting at lift coefficients up to about 0.4 throughout
the test speed range.

INTRODUCTION

Recent research investigations (refs. 1 and 2) revealed that the
low-speed characteristics of a high-aspect-ratio 45° swept wing were
improved at moderate to high lift coefficients by the incorporation of

. camber and twist. The more important improvements evidenced at these
lift coefficients were a delay of the destabilizing variation in the

.
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pitching-moment curve to higher lift coefficients and a large reduction
in drag. Significant improvements were also observed in the maximum
lift coefficient and the lift-curve slope at large values of lift.

.-

.

‘Todetermine whether these advantages extended to higher speeds,
tests of reference 3 were made to cover the low to high subsonic speed
range. The portion of these results, which corresponds to the Reynolds
number and Mach number of references 1 aad 2, was substantially in
agreement with the prior tests. As the Mach number was increased to
high subsonic speeds, however, the effectiveness of camber and twist in
reducing the drag in the high lift-coefficient range and in improving
the pitching-moment characteristics steadily deteriorated. At the
highest test speeds, nearing the speed of sound, camber and twist
actually had deleterious effects on the pitching moment. There was some
question, however, as to whether this deterioration of the beneficial
effects of camber and twist with increasing speed was entirely a Mach
number effect, or em effect due to Reynolds nunibertiich decreased as
the test Mach number was increased. The test data at a Mach number
of 0.94 corresponded to a Reynolds number of 2,000,000, while the data
at Mach number 0.25 were obtained at a Reynolds number of 10,000,000.

In an attempt to isolate the influences of Reynolds nuniberand
Mach number on the advantages or disadvantages of camber and twist at
high subsonic speeds, the tests of reference 4 were made at Mach numbers -
of 0.6 to 0.9 with the Reynolds number incr&ased to about 5,000,000.
The results of these tests again showed that the camber and twist did
not reduce the drag at high lift.coefficients to the ssme degree as in 6–
references 1 and 2; however, the increased Reynolds number improved the
pitching-moment characteristics to a degree where the cambered and
twisted wing was only slightly inferior to the plain wing at the highest
test speeds.

The tests of this report were undertaken to extend the investigation
of the influence of csmber and twist through the transonic speed range.
Large-scale free-fall models were utilized as a means of traversing the
trsnsonic region. The tests covered a range of Mach numbers from
0.86 to 1.o8 with corresponding Reynolds numbers of about 3,000,000 to
5,000,000. Supplementary data from these tests have been presented in
references 5 and 6.

The models were dropped at Edwards Air Force Base, California under
the supervision of personnel of the N/WA from the Ames Aeronautical
Laboratory.
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SYMBOLS

3

. A

a

%

az

b

CD

c%?’

CL

c%

.
c

.

~2
aspect ratio, ——

s

speed of 8ound, ft/sec

longitudinal acceleration, units of g

vertical acceleration, units of g

wing span measured perpendicular to plane of symmetry, ft

dragdrag coefficient for total configuration, —
q&

drag coefficient based upon exposed wing drag plus the drag
component of pressure forces on fuselage in the

dragthe wing, —
q@

ltftlift coefficient for total configuration, —
q&

vicinity of

ac~
lift-curve slope, —

aa
, per deg

pitching-moment coefficient for complete model about the model

center of gravity, pit*i~-mOment
q#c

wing pitching-moment coefficient about the lateral.axis through
the quarter-chord point of the total-wing mean aerodynamic

chord, pitching moment
. @x

total-wing

local wing

q@L

per radian

per radian

Jb/2c%w , ft
mean aerodynamic chord, 0

/b/2C dy
o

chord measured parallel to plane of symmetry, ft
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F

M

m

N

P Z-Pu

sum of spanwise concentrated loads applied along the elastic
axis of a semi.spanwing panel, lb

acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/flec2

moment of inertia in pitch, slug-ft2

Mach number, ~

concentrated couple applied neex wing tip in a plane
perpendicular to the quarter-chord line, in-lb

normal-force reading from wimg balance system, lb

difference in static pressure between lower and upper surface
at a fuselage station, lb/sq ft

pitching velocity, radians/see

dq radians/see2
z’

dynamic pressure, # PV2, lb/sq ft

Reynolds number based upon 5

wing area, sq ft

airfoil-section thickness ratioy Percent

free-stream velocity, ft/sec

weight of exposed wing panels, lb

spanwise coordinate normal to plane of s~etry, ft

wing deflection normal to the XY plane

angle of attack of longitudinal axis of model, deg

da
~} radians/see

horizontal-tail deflection, deg

ratio of wing tip chord to root chord at body center line

.

—.

.—
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P

e

E,
au

%/4 .

A53B16 ~%

mass density of’air, slugs/cu ft

angle of twist measured perpendicular
radians

to the qusrter chord,

(P2+u)aa - (pZ-pu)aI,per deg
load-coefficient slope,

(a~ -aJ~

_ pitching-moment-coefficientslope
acL

Subscripts

E aerodynamic coefficients (CL, CD, and C%14) based on exposed
wing loads and total wing area

min lninimumvalues

w aerodynamic coefficients (CL, Cm, and C%i4) based upon
exposed wing loads plus component of load over fuselage in
the vicinity of the wing and totsl wing area

MODEL

Two fuselages of fineness ratio 12.h, each with four tail surfaces
swept back 45°, were used in the test progrsm. The plane wing snd the
caniberedand twisted wing were interchanged between fuselages during the
course of the tests. A drawing of these wings, fuselages, and the tail
surfaces is presented in figure 1, and a photograph of’the mdel with
the skin removed and the recovery dive brslceopen is shown in figuxe 2.

The wings were similar in that they had the seinetaper ratio
of 0.5, aspect ratio of 6, sweepback of 45°, were constructed of solid
24 ST sluminum alloy, and were mounted on the fuselages with 0° dihedrsl
and -0.lP incidence. Both wings had airfoil sections defined normal
to the quarter-chord line but differed in that one wing, identified as
tie plane wing, had symmetrical NACA 6kAO10 airfoil sections, while the
csmiberedand twisted wing had NACA 64A81O airfoil sections (cambered
for design c%=o.k). The latter wing was also twisted unifo~y in a

streamwi.sedirection -10° between fuselage center line and tip chords.

in a
wing

The wings were mounted on two lift beams and two drag torsion beams
wing bslance system as shown in figure 3. The juncture between the
and the fuselage skin was sealed with a fold of rtibber(cemented to
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the wing) which permitted relatively unrestricted wing movement in
respect to the fuselage skin.

.-
●

The vertical-tail surfaces were operated differentially during the
free-fall to provide roll-position stabilization. The horizontal-tail
surfaces were activated together in accordance with a preset schedule
to adjust the model trim attitude and to provide intermittent controlled
disturbances in pitch. Both the vertical- and horizontal-tail surfaces
were all movable and pivoted about axes perpendicular to the model
center line.

INSTRUMENTATION

NACA continuously recording flight instruments were used to record
the various qusmtities listed below:

Quantity

Angle of attack and angle
of sideslip

Vertical and longitudinal
accelerations

Transverse acceleration

Angular acceleration in
pitch

Rate of roll and pitch

Horizontal- and vertical-
tail deflections

Mach number, dynemic pressure,
and sixteen differential
pressures

Instrument

Slave sels~ or recording
oscillo~aph (depending upon
installation) recording move-
ments of vane mounted on boom
ahead of body (figs. 1 and 2)

Strain-gage-type linear acceler-
ometer with recording oscillo-
graph and NACA three-component
accelerometer

NACA three-component acceler-
ometer

Strain-gage-type angular
accelerometer with recording
oscillograph

NACA turnmeter

NACA two-component control-
position recorder

Three ltACAsix-cell manometers

The wing balance used to measure the exposed-wing loads consisted
primarily of strain-gage bridge circuits with the sensing elements
located on three support members, as shown in figure 3. Strain gages

L*

.

d_

.

.
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on both the top and the bottom of each of the two lift beams were
connected together in a balanced bridge circuit. The drag member was
supported by two fixed shafts on which were mounted torsion strain gages
wired as another balanced bridge circuit. The rolling and yawing moments
of the wing panels were resisted by eight thrust bearings which also
maintained the wing in proper alinement.

Wing-tip deflections were recorded in flight with a 16-millimeter
motion picture camera which was mounted within the fuselage at the center
of the root chord, and was sighted along the ~-percent-chord line and
focused at the wing tip. Calibrations made before the flights permitted
the reading of the projected photographs in inches of wing-tip deflection.

The pressure differences between the top and bottom surfaces of the
fuselage were measured at orifice locations along the body center line
and at positions rotated 45° to the left of center, from body station
76.5 ta station 116. The orifice locations are shown in figure 4.

The airspeed system was calibrated at different angles of attack
through the Mach number range using the SCR ~4 radar installation of
the NACA High-Speed FLiglrtResearch Station at Edwards Air Force Ease.

All the flight records were synchronized by means of a chronometric
timer.

TESTS

Flight-Test Procedure

The models were released from a carrier airplane (fig. 5) at
altitudes of 40,000 to 42,000 feet and allowed to fall freely without
propulsion. During the first portion of the test drop, the model was
trimmed at approximately zero angle of attack to provide minimum drag
and hence maximum speed. When the desired Mach number was reached the
horizontal stabilizer was moved abruptly in accordance with a preset
schedule to a new trim position, and from this position the control was
pulsed periodically at 2.4-second intervals to produce an oscillatory
disturbance of about A4° about the trim angle of attack. The wing data
presented herein were obtained from an analysis of the entire record
taken durfng the oscillations produced by each pulse. The complete model
data were analyzed only in the regions between pulses where the horizontal
control surfaces were stationary. The series of pulses was terminated at
a calculated time which would provide a safe altitude for recovery. The
envelope of the curves of Reynolds number variation with Mach number
during the complete oscillatory period of the tests is shown in figure 6.
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wing AeroelaOticity Tests

In addition to the flight measurements of wing-tip deflections,
laboratory measurements were made with the wings loaded statically using
spanwise distributions obtained from low-speed wind-tunnel tests reported
in reference 2, and the twist and deflection due to various bending and
torsion moments were recorded.

PRECISION OF MEASUREMENTS

Based upon instrument preclusionsand their effect on the computed
coefficients,the estimated incremental error of any one reading is
believed to be within the values listed below:

Estimated maximum incremental.error
Item

M= 0.85 M= 1.05

CL *0.02 *().009
and C

c% %
*0.02 *0.008

CD *0.002 *0.001
and C

c% %
*0.006 *0.002

,% *0.009 *().()()4

~c~~~?Zrcmc[4w
‘ ::”:5

*0.002
*oool

Angle of attack *lj40 *1/40

EVALUATION OF DATA

Exposed Wing

The first step in the process of data reduction was to plot as time
histories the lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients for the exposed
wing panels. The values of C~> CDE> ‘d %/4E for constant integer

angles of attack were read from the time histories and plotted as a
function of Mach number. By this method of analyzlng the data, any

—

differences between the increasing and decreasing values would appear In
the Mach number cross plots as scatter in the data. These differences
could be due to difficulty in making precise time correlation between

.

records, in evaluating instrument lag characteristics, or due to
.
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.
aerodynamic lag. For the flight tests during which the angle-of-attack
oscillations were small, there was very little scatter in the data and
the errors were well within the listed instrument accuracies. When the.
rate of pitch was large, the technique caused errors tith the sign and
magnitude dependent on the direction and rate of pitch. These errors
were not sufficiently consistent to evaluate; therefore, values of the
coefficients obtained from faired curves similar to those of figure 7
were used to determine the faired data curves. Figure 7 presents typical
results for a number of drops of eaah wing for one angle of attack.

Fuselage Loads in Vicinity of Wing

The pressure-load-coefficient slopes aP/&z were obtained for
each pair of orifices. These slopes were first integrated sptiwise
with a parabolic distribution and then integrated chordwise to obtain
&JL~a and acm~a. Data from reference 5 for the same fuselage with-
out a wing showed that the fuselage loads approached zero at the wing
location, so that in the present investigation the loadings could, with
little error, be considered as due entirely to the wing.

The drag contribution of the fuselage in the vicinity of the wing
. was approximated by assuming it equal to the product of the normal

pressure loading and the sine of the mgle of attack. This procedure
would give the drag rise with angle of attack with reasonable accuracy,U
but would underestimate the contribution of the fuselage elements to the
minimum drag of the wing, since this procedure would provide no pressure
drag at zero angle of attack and also would neglect friction drag.

Total-Wing Characteristics

The loads snd moments for the fuselage in the vicinity of the wing
were added to those for the exposed wing to obtain the characteristics
that have been identified as those of the complete or total ting.

Total-Model Characteristics

Lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients of the complete model
were calculated from the acceleration data, plotted as time histories,
gmd faired for constant sr&es of attack in the same manner as for the

. exposed-wing loads. The method used in the computation of the pitching

.
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moment of the complete model about its center of gravity is presented
.

in appendix A. As before, the mean values of the coefficients were used
to determine the final data curves, except that the drops with different -
stabilizer settings were evaluated separately.

Aeroelasticity Corrections

Due to the fact that the aeroelastic effects noted during the
laboratory measurements were very nearly the same for both wings, no
significant effect on the comparison of the wings would be anticipated.
Hence, no corrections were made to the data. The results and discussion
of the aeroelasticity tests are included in appendix B.

RESULTS

Data curves faired as in figure 7 were used as the basis for the..
.

cross plots which were drawn through all po-intsdetermined for constant —
integer angles of attack. The variations of lift, drag, and pitching
moment at various Mach numbers for the exposed wing are presented in
figure 8 for both the plane wing and the cambered and twisted wing. All .
the coefficients are based on a total-wing-area which includes the area
inside the fuselage bounded by the extension of the leading end trailigg ._
edges to the plane of symmetry. .

In figure 9, the fuselage loading distribution &/h in the
vicinity of the wing is presented for both wings as a function of chord-
wise fuselage stations for various Mach numbers. Data are presented for
orifices along the fuselage center line and the 45° line.

The aerodynamic coefficients for the total wing are presented in
figure 10 at various Mach numbers.

—

The lift coefficients for both configurations of the complete model
are shown in figure 11 as a function of angle of attack for different
Mach numbers and stabilizer settings. --

The drag coefficients for the complete model are plotted in
.—

figure 12 as a function of lift coefficient_at different Mach numbers.
To remove the effect of differences in stabilizer settings from the
comparisons, data are presented for only one stabilizer setting, 8=-4°,
with corresponding trim lift coefficients as noted on the curves of
figure 12. The drag-data presentation is limited to only one model
fuselage to eliminate observed differences in drag which appeared attribu-

S

table to differences in model details.
—
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, Presented in figure 13 are the pitching-moment coefficients of the
complete model about its center-of-gravity location for various Mach
numbers. The pitching-moment data for the total

. were converted to
in this figure so

moments about the model center
that comparisons could be made

wing, presented earlier,
of &avity and
more readily.

included-

aa

DISCUSSION

In the ensuing discussion certain variations are discussed
principally an effect of changing Mach number. It should be borne in
mind that limitations of the test technique result in unavoidable varia-
tion of Reynolds number with Mach number (see f’.ig.6). There is evidence
(refs. 3 and 4) that some of the factors discussed are sensitive to
Reynolds number as well as Mach number changes. Where the effects of
Reynolds number are particularly significant, the results are discussed
in relation to the Reynolds number. However, in those instsnces where
the discussion does not specifically relate the observed effects to
changes in Reynolds number, it should be realized that the influence of
Reynolds number may still be present in the results.

Lift
.

The lift curves for exposed wing, complete wing, and toted.model
8 (figs. 8(a), 10(a), n(a), and n(b) ) are of conventional character.

The curves are relatively linear at small angles of attack (a .C60) for
all Mach num%ers. Above an angle of attack of 60 the curves tend to
decrease slope by various amounts, depending won the Mach number, the
wing tested, and the portion of the wing or fuselage being considered.

Lift-curve slope.- The lift-curve slopes presented in figure 14,
tsAen at angles of attack where %~ = 0.4, show that for both wings
values of C~ and C~ increase with Mach nmber up to M = 0.94 and

thereafter decrease. tie values of ~q for the plane wing were

greater than those for the cambered and &isted wing, about half this
difference being attributed to a change in loading over the fuselage.

There is indicated a greater difference between CL~ of the total
wing and of the complete model for the plane wing than for the cambered
and twisted wing. Inasmuch as this difference between wing and model is
probably due primarily to the tail, then a lower downwash slope is indi-
cated for the plane wing. This lower downwash for the plane wing appeers

. consistent with the greater wing-tip deflectio~s for the plane wing (see
appendix B and fig. 24) which indicated a greater outboard distribution
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of spanwise loading. The greater deflection of the plane wing was not
due to lesser rigidity, because laboratory tests indicated that the
cambered and twisted wing had essentially the same stiffness as the
plane wing.

.
—

.

Comparisonof the lift-curve slopes with wind-tunnel data (fig. 14)
shows reasomibly good agreement for the plane wing and for the cambered
amd twisted wing at a Mach nuniberof 0.86. For the cambered - ttisted
wing at Mach nuribersabove 0.86, there was a progressive departure
between the flight and wind-tunuel data.

Maximum lift.- l?hemaximum lift coefficients for the wings, that
is, the lift coefficients corresponding to the peak of the lift curve,
were not reached in the present investigation. However, as noted in
reference 7, the lift coefficient obtained in flight corresponding to
initial stall is defined by the coefficient at a break in the lift-curve
slope rather than the coefficient corresponding to maximum lift. The
pitching-moment results to be discussed later verify that for these
models destabilizing changes in pitching moment occur at the lift coef-
ficients at which the lift-curve slope decreases. These destabilizing
changes in pitching moment, associated with the onset of the stall, will
be discussed in the section Pitching-Moment Characteristics at High Lift
Coefficients.

Pitching Moment of Wings

The curves of pitching-moment coefficient ~-/4 plotted against

lift coefficient (figs. 8(b) and 10(b)) are reasonably linear at the
lower lift coefficients; however, both wings show destabilizing vari-
ations at the higher lift coefficients, particularly at the lower Mach
and Reynolds numbers.

Pitching-moment characteristics at low lift coefficients.- The
values of the slopes for the two wings up to moderate lift coefficients
are quite similar, with the aerodynamic center moving from values
of ~ to 53 percent of E at a Mach number of 0.9 to 60 percent E at
Mach number 1.o6. The aerodynamic centers are at least 20 percent 5
rearward from the location of 30 percent E fidicated by subsonic
theory (ref. 8).

Pitching-moment characteristics at high lift coefficients.- The
variations of the pitchfig-moment coefficient for the complete wing with
lift coefficient are characterized by destabilizing variations (initial
stall) at high lift coefficients, particularly at the lower Mach numbers.
The camber and twist was effective in delaying the destabilizing ctige

.

in the pitching-moment curve to a higher lift coefficient for Mach numbers
—
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* frcm 0.98 to 1.06 with accompanying Reynolds numbers of 4 to 7 million.
For the Mach numbers less than 0.g8, camber and twist caused the desta-
bilizing variation to occur at slightly lower lift coefficients, but the

* severity of the change was less with camber and twist than for the plane
Wtig.

The data of reference k showed that increasing the Reynolds nmiber
of the tests resulted in an increase in the lift coefficient at which a
destabilizing variation in pitching mo?negtoccurred for the cambered and
twisted wing, but Reynolds number had only a small effect on the charac-
teristics of the plane wing. Based on this knowledge, the lower lift
coefficients for the cambered and twisted wing as compared with the plane-
wing flight data, for Mach numbers less than 0.98, were probably due to
the effect of reduced Reynolds nuniberson the csmbered and twisted wing.
Reasonable agreement was noted at similar Reynolds numbers between flight
and tunnel data for the Mach number v=iation of the lift coefficient for
the onset of the destabilizing variation of the pitching moment.

Pitching Moment of CcxqpleteModel

It is of interest to note in figure 13 that the relatively large
variations in the pitching-moment data for the total wings at Mach number

● 0.94 were also evident in the data for the complete model, but the varia-
tions occur at slightly different angles of attack.

●

JIIsopresented in fi~e 13 are straight lines representing
aCm/% based upon the same tests as this report but computed from the
periods of stick-fixed oscillations as reported in reference 6. The
slopes of the pitching-moment-coefficientcurves for the complete model
as obtained from reference 6 appear to be in good agreement with the
average slopes from the evaluations of this report (appendix A).

The data of figure 13 confirm the fact that, in general, the
pitching-moment coefficients for the cambered and twisted wing are
slightly more linear than those for the plane wing over a larger angle-
of-attack range.

Drag

The effect of Mach number on the drag characteristics of the two
wings based on total-wing data at various lift coefficients is presented
in figure 15. For the lower lift coefficients (CL = O t~ou@ 0.2) the.
drag of the plane wing was less than that of the cambered aud twisted

. --
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wing through the Mach number range as shown in figure 15. At lift coef.
ficients of 0.4 to 0.6, however, the relative drags were dependent upon

.

the Mach number, the drag of the cembered and twisted wing being less
up to a Mach ntmiberof about 0.94 and greater above this Mach number. .

The differences in the total-wing drag between the two wings at the
higher lift coefficients are confirmed qualitativelyby the data for the

—

co~lete model shown tn figure 12. The magnitude of the differences for
the complete model are, however, greater than those for.the total wing.
Because the differences for the complete model are intimately related to
the model configuration, the complete model results are not considered
generally applicable.

The total-wing drag coefficients for both wings are lower than the
values presented in references 3 and 4, particularly at low lift coef-
ficients. Some of this difference cam be attributed to the fact that
the total-wing drag coefficients of this investigation were calculated
neglecting pressure drag at zero angle of attack and friction drag for
the portion of the wing included within the fuselage.

Figure 16 presents for several Mach numbers a c~~ison between
the experimental curves of drag due to lift for the two wings and theo-
retical drag-rise curves for full leading-edge suction and no leading-
edge suction. The test data for both wings approach their respective
curves of drag due to lift for no leading-edge suction.

Buffet Boundaries

●

✟✎

Figure 17 shows a typical oscillograph record from which the buffet
boundaries were deduced. The intensity of the buffet was not sufficient
to have a marked effect on the az record; therefore, the wing-balance
lift records were used primarily in the analysis. The maximum oscil-
lation of the az record due to buffeting was 0.2 g (not shown in
fig. 17). The magnitude of this acceleration is small in comparison to
the total range of accelerations,but is a significant value for buffet
of airplanes. It is of interest to note that the buffet frequency was
approximately 20 cps which was constant for both wings throughout the
Mach number range of the tests. This frequency corresponds to the first
bending frequency of the body and is qpite different from the wing and
instrument natural frequencies of 38 and 95 cps, respectively. The
persistency of the vibration is typical of many buffet records.

With the horizontal tail located directly in line with the wing-
chord plsne, it was to be expected that the wake from the wing might -
produce tail fluctuations. Vibrations superimposed upon the control-
position records were interpreted as possible tail buffet. The’only

.

.
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the the records indicated tail buffet was during periods of wing buffet
and of body vibrations following wing buffet. !Ibusat low lift coeffi-
cients where the tail presumably is close to the center line of the wing
wake, no buffeting was apparent on the tail surfaces.

The total-wing lift coefficients at which apparent buffeting of the
wing was first observed for the two wings are presented i-nfigure 18.
As was indicated in references 9 and 10, present methods for predicting
the buffet boundaries for swept wings are inadequate, and attempts to
analyze the data for the wings of this report in similar manner were
unsatisfactory. It was observed, however, that there was a similarity
between the buffet boundaries and the lift coefficients at the point of
destabilizing variation in the %,4 curve.

A conclusion which can be seen easily from the data of figure 18 is
that there is a range of lift coefficients from 0.05 to 0.35 for which
the wing, and consequently the tail, were entirely free of buffet at all
the trsnsonic speeds tested. The lift coefficients for the buffet bound-
ary for the csxiberedand twisted wing at the lower Mach numbers would
probably be increased for higher test Reynolds numbers on the order of
4,000,000 or greater.

CONCLUSIONS

A comparison of data from flight tests at transonic speeds of a
plane wing and a cambered and twisted wing of the same plan form has
resulted in the following conclusions with regard to the wings tested:

1. Camber and twist produced only slight changes in the -lift~d
pitchtig-moment characteristics of the plsn form tested.

2. At low to moderate lift coefficients, the drag of the plane
wing was, in general, less than that of the cambered and twisted wing
throughout the speed range of the tests. The drag Sdva.ntageof the
csmbered and twisted wing at high lift coefficients, which was established
in all the previous investigations at low and high subsonic speeds, was
obse~ed in this investigation to exist up to a Mach number of about
0.94. At speeds above this value the plane wing exhibited the lesser
drag.

3. The wings and tails of bo~h models were observed to be free from
buffeting at total-wing lift coefficients up to about 0.4 throughout the
test speed range. The lift coefficients at which the initiation of buffet
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was observed agreed approximately with the lift coefficients correspond-
ing to the point of destabilizing variation in the wing pitching-moment
curves.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Conmittee

Moffett Field, Calif.”
for Aeronautics
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APPENDIX A

METHOD USED IN COMPUTING ~

The pitching-moment coefficient for the complete model was computed
using the following expression:

where q and ~ were measured directly, and & was computed from the
relationship

32.2 (aZ-l) ~
&=q -

V

The values of ~q and Cm& were assumed to have the variations with

Mach number as shown in figure 19. The variations in figure 19 were
estimated by an approximate separation of the values of ~q + ~&
given in reference 6.

.

*
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APPENDIX B —. .

AEROELASTICITY TESTS
.

Laboratory measurements were made of the wing deflections under load
with the exposed wing panels held rigid at the line of intersection of
wings with the fuselage. Couples were applied at the wing tip to simulate _
wing twisting moments, and from the recorded wing twist the elastic axis
of each wing was determined and is presented in figure 20(a). The char-
acteristics of each wing in pure bending were determined by applying
loads to the wing along the elastic axis. The spanwise load distribution
was obtained from low-speed experiments presented in reference 2.
Figure 20(b) shows how a lmO-pound bending load was distributed at six
loading points on the elastic axis in accordance with the spanwise distri-
butions given in reference 2 for a lift coefficient of 0.8 (tests were
also made for ~0- and 1000-lb loads per panel).

In determining the elastic axes, the torsional stiffness parameter
@/m was also determined for.each wing and is shown in figure 21. The
magnitude of this parameter was found to be small md, hence, its effect
on the test data was hot evaluated.

The bending-stiffness parameter per unit load is presented in
figure 22, and the resultant geometric twist in a streamwise direction

.

due to the bending deflections of the wing for positive lift is pre- _ _
sented in figure 23. .

A comparison of the wing-tip deflections photographed in flight with
the deflections measured in the laboratory tests is presented in
figure 24. The tip deflections of the plane wing were generally greater
than those of the cambered and twisted wing; this is particularly evident
at the higher Mach numbers (M = 0.99 to 1.08). The flight deflection
data indicate that, as the Mach number was.increased, the center of
loading tended to move outboard.

—

The effect of the aeroelastic twist of the wings on the lift-curve
slope and the shift in the aerodynamic-center location was computed
utilizing equations (6), (8), and (lOa) of reference 8 and values of

-—

twist due to bending at four spanwise stations from figure 23 for a net
load of 1~0 pounds per panel. The computed effective angle of attack
at the root chord required to give zero lift for the negative twist angles
was 1.87° for the plane wing and 1.83° for the cambered and twisted wing.

—

The computed Cm due to the wing deflections for CLW = 0.8 was
0.0127 for the plane wing and 0.0119 for the cambered smd twisted wing.
When a lift-curve slope of 0.08 is used for both wings, the effect on
the lift-curve slope is an increase of approximately 18.5 percent from

.

the flexible-wing data to the rigid-wing case. Similarly, the aerodynamic”
.
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● center of the plane wing would be shifted rearward 1.59 percent of the
mean aerodynamic chord in converting the flexible-wing data to the rigid-
wing case and 1.49 percent for the cambered and twisted wing.

.
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